


 01SPRINKLES & SPOKES is a fictitious indie bicycle repair shop and cafe specializing in     
coffee and donuts for cycling commuters. It was created with the 25 - 35 demographic in 
mind, specifically centered in the Seattle area. I utilized a bright, inviting color palette 
topped with and grounded by the titular sprinkles and spokes respectively, melding both 
elements into a cohesive and appealing design. 
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 0201 GUARDIANS OF THE GULF was an Innovation district project brought to my packaging 
class. It was designed to teach children and parents how to help the environment in 
Florida’s gulf and show the next generation how to protect it. Ms. Sydney Dworsky and I 
worked together on this project, combining her clean style of illustration with my 
looser, organic style to create our own unique take on rubber hose animation. We each 
created characters and then worked on the logo together. Mrs. Dworsky focused on 
the layouts for the booklets and the logo font, while I focused on the superheroes, the 
Guardians, as well as sea creatures and patterns and helped with the logo letters. 
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  0301 GRAPHIC ARTS AND DESIGN was a poster series created for USFSP intended to entice new 
students to the program. I created fun, colorful citrus-themed posters to play off 
florida’s citrus-oriented image using traditional watercolors and quippy taglines. 

PROJECT 3



  03



 04A NIGHT OF THE GROTESQUE was an invitation packaging class project. I created an 
invitation for the late Aubrey Beardsley, incorporating his love of what’s considered
 grotesque imagery into the patterning on the outside of the box and invitation. The stark 
black and white remain true to his use of only pen and ink and extraordinarily little work 
of color. I intentionally kept the typography simple to not take away from the idea of the 
ink and hand drawn elements so elaborately drawn by Aubrey. The idea was for the 
invited to be able to use the pen and ink invitation to get a feel for the materials 
the artist worked with so they could experience the medium and hold onto it as a keepsake 
celebrating the work of Aubrey Beardsley. 
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 0501 PICCOLA ITALIA BISTRO was the restaurant I chose for the rebranding project for design 
class. I took the original logo, a simple Italian flag, and updated it with an image that 
is more welcoming of the food it represents. It’s not high end, but more a cross between 
comfortable and stylish. The branding is intended to appeal to a large and generally older 
crowd used to fine dining without the price tag that’s come to accompany it. Fun, whimsi-
cal images of pasta and forks allude to the casual atmosphere and the sleek, simple design 
emphasizes the mature environment. I used montserrat and Mrs. Eves Small Caps Petite for 
the logo to imbue it with a sophisticated yet casual feel. Simple Italian food illustrations 
can be included on the menus to bring the whole brand together.
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PICCOLA

DIRTY MARTINI
Vodka,Olive Brine, Dry Vermuth

OLD FASHIONED
Bourbon, Raw Sugar, Bitters,

 Orange Essence

VODKA YOUNG TURK
Chamomile Infused Vodka, 

Fresh Ginger,Lime Soda

GODMOTHER
Campari & Salted Vanilla Soda

WELL DRINKS
Vodka, Gin Rum, Tequila, Bourbon

PUGUILA

VENETO
SOAVA CLASSICO,PIEROPAN | 2014

PROSECO
SUPERIORE,MIONETTO, VALDOBBIADENE | 2005

HOUSE COCKTAILS

HOUSE WINE

Piluna, Castello Monaci | 2013



 0601 SOUTHERN SCOOP was created for my packaging design class. Southern Scoop is an 
ice cream company created to explore soul food desserts held near and dear to the 
hearts of the South, specifically southern women between the ages of 20 - 40. I used the                 
magnolia flower, an icon of the South, as well as the waffle cone to tap into the wonder 
of the modern American ice cream trend and evoke fond memories associated with 
tradition. The soft color palette is associated with late summer sunsets and the feeling of 
heat leading to a sweet treat to ease the warmth of the day. The Aquifer font I used in the 
logo was meant to impart a rustic Americana feel.
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  0701 ARI ASTER POSTERS I used Saul Bass’s distinctive style of movie poster design as                 
inspiration for this set of Ari Aster movie posters for my graphic design class. I utilized 
Bass’s style and tone as well as his simplified, sketch-y shapes to mock up these works that 
are effective as both advertisement and art. 

PROJECT 7



 



 0801 LE LAPIN BLEU is a French bistro branding using the Vintage Victorian guidelines for my 
graphic design class. My design harkens back to the standard Victorian blue tile, which 
was part of the gothic revival. With the industrial revolution booming, it was easier to 
mass produce tiles like these for Victorian families. I used a thinner, stylized serif with a 
complementary sans serif for balance, bringing this Victorian-based design into the moern 
age. Rabbits were a popular motif of the era, so I used it as my starting point in creating 
illustrative details that translate effortlessly into menus and other restaurant products.
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 09CRYPTIDS OF FLORIDA I created this set of Floridian cryptid postcards to highlight the 
weird and wonderful Florida. I used cryptid myths, both old and new, to highlight 
specific popular cities in the Sunshine State. Using letterpress and glow in the dark 
silkscreen, I’ve captured the most whimsical and mysterious creatures the area has to 
offer. I used flat graphic Images to best relate these themes so the viewer could take them 
in easily. A rounded, bubbly Frankfurter font complements the rounded images. I also 
offset the glow in the dark images to give each card more depth. 
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 1001 INFLUENCEME me is my thesis project that focuses on our devices and the ways they 
influence us, and not always positively. These technological wonders are capable of 
harming humans in a multitude of ways, be they mental, social, or physiological. The work 
aims to visually explore how overexposure to our favorite devices is chipping away at our 
various faculties and facets, pushed by a generation of influencers and exemplified by an 
epidemic of addiction, physiological strain, and even disease. I have created a fictitious 
Augmented Reality app to educate and help people alleviate symptoms of this issues of 
overusing their devices by being forced to interact with it in a different manner.

PROJECT 10
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